












Parcel ID: 700.19-1-2 

CURTISTEEN WALTER 

53 Douglas Ct 

Pearl River, NY 10965 

 

Parcel ID: 700.19-1-3 

FRANK J. PEREZ 

8 Beacon Ct 

Brooklyn, NY 11229 

 

Parcel ID: 700.19-1-4 

KENNETH VOIGT 

PO BOX 123 

Shelter Island Hgts., NY 11965-0123 

 

Parcel ID: 700.19-1-32.1 

PAUL F. BEN-SUSAN 

PO BOX 664 

Shelter Island Hgts., NY 11965-0664 

 

Parcel ID: 700.19-1-32.2 

PAUL F. BEN-SUSAN 

PO BOX 664 

Shelter Island Hgts., NY 11965-0664 

 

Parcel ID: 700.19-1-33 

PAUL F. BEN-SUSAN 

PO BOX 664 

Shelter Island Hgts., NY 11965-0664 

 

Parcel ID: 700.19-1-34 

CHRISTOPHER YOUNG 

PO BOX 1908 

Shelter Island, NY 11964 

Parcel ID: 700.19-1-35 

REID S. BAKER 

337 W 21st St Apt 5-A 

New York, NY 10011 

 

Parcel ID: 700.19-1-36 

NANCY BUTTS 

PO BOX 1885 

Shelter Island, NY 11964-1885 

 

Parcel ID: 700.19-1-39 

JENNIFER J. CARD 

PO BOX 57 

Shelter Island, NY 11964-0057 

 

Parcel ID: 700.19-1-40 

CHRISTINE WAGNER 

405 W 23rd St Apt 11-E 

New York, NY 10011 

 

Parcel ID: 700.19-1-90.10 

JEFFREY W. BOYD 

1107 Broadway Apt 12A 

New York, NY 10010 

 

Parcel ID: 700.19-1-90.11 

APARNA MEKALA 

181 South St Apt C1 

Morristown, NJ 07960 

 















Answer Sheet for Applicants Seeking an Area Variance - Grodowitz/Baker 
 
1.No. We do not believe this will cause any detriment or undesirable change to 
the neighborhood. 
The deer fence is made with wire that is mostly invisible. In most of the front 
area, there is a privacy hedge growing through the fence, so it’s increasingly 
less visible. There is one small area of the front fence that does not have a 
privacy hedge. This area has been fenced for the past 16 years (to protect the 
roses, albeit ineffectively). The new deer fence replaces this, and is constructed 
of better materials.   
None of our immediate neighbors object to the fence, we have asked all of them.  
The deer herd is still able to travel through the area unimpeded.  
 
2. No. Based upon eighteen years of gardening, we do not believe we can achieve 
deer protection that actually works for our entire property without this 8’ high 
fence.  
We’ve tried many other tactics against deer damage, including:  lower fencing, 
which did not keep the deer out; spraying plants with deer repellants (at least 
five different brands) which is only sporadically effective, extremely labor 
intensive and costly; a combination of two low fences spaced approximately 
four feet apart (with northern neighbors), which also did not keep the deer out.  
We seek to protect our entire property, including the front area, which had 
existing garden beds when we brought the property, in 2001. The front yard 
has southern exposure and the many valuable plants in this area require these 
growing conditions. We have considerable monetary investment in these plants, 
and also much labor and time in caring for them.  
 
3. For the neighborhood, we feel the impact is insubstantial. Our adjoining 
neighbors do not object to the fence. A number of them appreciate the fence as 
it is now.  We don’t believe this fence, on a private, dead-end, dirt driveway 
hurts the town or immediate neighborhood in any way.  
However, for us, the impact is extremely substantial. The fence allows us to 
protect our considerable investment in labor and cost of plants. It provides a 
chance to successfully continue gardening, which is a primary activity for us on 
Shelter Island.  
 
4. No. As stated above, our neighbors have no objection to the fence. 
Safety concerns: The worry that deer may be trapped in a roadway due to an 
eight-foot fence does not apply in our situation.  Our house faces onto a 
privately owned dirt driveway, which is not publicly maintained. There is no 
house directly across from us, and there is only one other house beyond ours. 
No one drives faster than 5mph on this private dirt drive, which dead ends at 
the house beyond ours.  
We have three fully functioning and unlocked gates so that firefighters and 
EMT personnel have continual and easy access. 
The deer herd is still able to travel as they always have, so their patterns are 
not affected.  
We feel our gardens, now protected by the fence, add to the environmental 
quality of the neighborhood. Our garden attracts many bees, birds, and 
butterflies. 
 



5. We got ourselves into this situation through ignorance of the law. Since 
purchasing our home, we’ve built steadily upon already established garden beds, 
including the entire front area of our property. It seemed a natural progression 
after sixteen years of trying to garden with ever increasing deer damage that 
we install an effective fence. We hadn’t tried a fence before this because of 
budgeting concerns. We were unaware of the legal issues.  
In Fall 2017, we asked a Shelter Island fencing professional to build a fence that 
would effectively keep the deer out, and that was also aesthetically 
inoffensive. The fence was completed in May, 2018. We were entirely unaware 
that this was against code until informed verbally by the building inspector in 
February, 2019. With any future projects, we intend not to rely solely on 
builders but to inform ourselves as much as possible of all town codes. 
 



Fencing Variance Appeal Statement - Grodowitz/Baker 

We are seeking a fencing variance to keep deer out of our gardens at 17B South Midway Road.  We are 
asking for a variance to keep our fence as it is now. Because our property is on a dirt drive off of the 
main road, we believe that much of the code does not apply to our situation.  Additionally, we ask that 
you take into account health reasons that lead us to make this request.  

Laws on Shelter Island.  During this process, town officials and fellow Shelter Island residents have 
informed us about the spirit of the fencing code. We would like to address each point we have heard. 

(1) Safety                                                              
A. The worry that deer may be trapped in a roadway due to an eight foot fence does not apply in our 
situation.  Our house faces onto a privately owned dirt driveway, which is not publicly maintained. 
There is no house directly across from us, and there is only one other house beyond ours. No one drives 
faster than 5mph on this private dirt drive, which dead ends at the house beyond ours.  
B.  We have three fully functioning and unlocked gates so that firefighters and EMT personnel have 
continual and easy access. 

(2) Aesthetics 
The concern that a tall fence may be considered not aesthetically pleasing. The wire fencing is mostly 
invisible, and a hedge that grows through it masks it entirely. The one area in the front which does not 
have a privacy hedge allows visual access to our rose garden. Our neighbor who lives past us often 
comments that she takes pleasure from seeing our flowers when she drives by. (Her letter of support is 
attached). We believe the three wooden gates we have are aesthetically pleasing as well.  

If aesthetics play into the value of our neighbors properties (and our’s), we are confident that the 
aesthetics of our fence do not devalue our neighbor’s experience, nor their property. We humbly submit 
that our gardens, amateur though they be, add to the aesthetics of the neighborhood. Please come and 
visit.  

(3) Unfair distribution of deer damage: “If the deer don’t go onto your property, then they will eat more 
of your neighbor’s plants, and that isn’t fair.”  
We have discussed this idea with our neighbors who agree that it does not apply to our situation. We 
have invested much time and money into plantings throughout our entire property. Our neighbors do 
not currently engage in gardening to the degree that we do; thus, we have more to lose in this regard, 
and they agree. None of our neighbors object to our fence. They understand why we need it, and they 
support us (see attached letters of support).  

(4) Move the fence back 30 feet from the front property line to come into compliance: 
Our house itself (built in 1938) is only 24 feet from the front property line. Unlike a property where the 
house is set back further from the front boundary (where the 30 foot requirement is more easily met), on 
our little lot, a fence 30 feet from the property line would begin well behind the front of the house. We 
seek to protect our entire property, including the front area, which had existing garden beds when 
we brought the property, in 2001. The front yard has southern exposure and the many valuable plants in 
this area require these growing conditions. We have considerable monetary investment in these 
plants,and also much labor and time in caring for them. Moving the fence back would thus defeat the 
fence's purpose of protecting the many plantings we have in the front yard.  



Background  
Being able to create and care for a garden was a major reason for purchasing our Shelter Island home in 
2001. Gardening is the primary activity we pursue on Shelter Island; we have spent countless hours 
caring for our plants over the years. We’re not professional gardeners or landscapers: we are very 
enthusiastic amateur gardeners who want to make something verdant and beautiful on our entire (.5 
acre) lot. 

For seventeen years, we tried everything available to protect our property and health from deer damage 
and the diseases they carry via ticks. In fall 2017, after losing many more plants to the deer (including 
those considered deer resistant and even poisonous), we were compelled to invest in a fence and hired a 
Shelter Island fencing professional to install a fence around the periphery of our property.  

We are both 67 years old, and still working full time in NYC, Judith as a teacher and Reid as a 
photographer. In all seasons, we spend every weekend possible on Shelter, as well as extended 
vacations. As we grow older, we want to continue gardening in our yard. Health wise, this is one of the 
activities that Judith is able to still engage in, due to severe arthritis and degenerative disc disease. It is 
doubly important that Judith be protected from Lyme disease because she already suffers from serious 
joint issues. Please see attached letters of support from her doctors.  

Conclusion 
We are aware that the town has a number of ongoing initiatives to control the deer. However, at least in 
our gardening experience, deer damage has steadily increased. We’ve been amazed to see how many 
plants have come up since we installed the fence. The fence works. Although the cost of the fence 
strained our budget, we feel it has been well worth the money and provides the quality of life that 
brought us to Shelter Island so many years ago.  

We regret our ignorance of the law. We understand that obeying the law is important, and with any 
future projects, we intend not to rely solely on builders but to inform ourselves as much as possible of all 
town codes. 

Because of the unique nature of our situation, as described above, we do not feel this variance would set 
precedent. We seek a way to comply with the law that also allows us to protect our property, health and 
pursuit of happiness. Our deer fence is not hurting anyone: the deer herd is able to travel through our 
area unimpeded, and our neighbors appreciate and enjoy our gardening efforts. There is not a traffic 
safety problem on this dirt driveway.  Although our fence does not comply strictly with the existing 
ordinance, we do not feel it violates the spirit of the code. We therefore hope that the zoning board will 
grant us the kindness of our requested variance to keep our fence as it is.  

Sincerely,  

Judith Grodowitz and Reid Baker 
17B South Midway Road
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